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Purpose 

The QMER Graduate Student Development Plan (QGSDP) is a developing set of guidelines for 
graduate students to affiliate in any capacity with QMER. The purpose is to help graduate 
students develop the skills, knowledge, and experiences need to be successful as a quantitative 
researcher.  

We set the following demonstrable experiences for the QGSDP. These are to supplement your 
graduate program coursework and goals and are designed in a developmentally scaffolded 
sequence to provide additional professional skills.  
 
Figure 1: QGSDP Sequence of Professional Development 

 

These may be used in addition to the Auburn University Graduate Student Development Plan.  

Who should use this plan? 
1. QMER graduate assistants 
2. Graduate student in QMER affiliated labs 

Developed Vita

University Teaching

Data Analytics and Management

Project Leadership

Professional Service

Research Experience 



 
 

Progression 

First Year 
1. Attend QMER workshops 
2. Attend QMER WIP meetings 
3. Research and identify one or more QMER Affiliated Labs that interest you 
4. Think of the kind of dissertation you want to do (traditional vs. 3 manuscript) 

Second Year 
1. Research Experience: Join research lab 

1. Participate in manuscript writing and development 
2. Participate in conference proposal 

2. Professional Service: Pursue position as QMER Recruitment and Outreach Officer 
3. Consider topics and questions for dissertation 

Third Year 
1. Project Leadership: Lead on research project as Research Project Manager 
2. Identify & utilize QMER datasets for dissertation development 
3. University Teaching: Teach QMER CoLearn Sessions as Graduate Workshop 

Instructor 
4. Join R working group 
5. Consider data and methodological approach for dissertation 

Fourth Year and beyond 
1. Data Analytics and Management: Apply for position as Data Management Officer 

1. Utilize QMER data or integrate data into QMER servers 
2. University Teaching: Develop lessons and teach QMER CoLearn Sessions as 

Graduate Workshop Instructor 
3. Developed Vita: Add experiences to CV with approval from QMER leadership 
4. Apply techniques to dissertation development 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Strategic Alignment 

The QGSDP aligns with the mission of the Department, College, and University. 

 

•To prepare exemplary educational practitioners and develop cooperative partnerships 
with University departments, schools, community agencies and business and industry to 
provide outstanding educators, trainers, and leaders.

EFLT Mission

•The mission of the College of Education is to build a better future for all. This includes 
individuals, our state, our nation, and our world. We fulfill our mission by preparing 
competent, committed, and reflective professionals as we engage in outstanding 
teaching, innovative and impactful research, and meaningful outreach

College of Education Mission

•As a land-grant institution, Auburn University is dedicated to improving the lives of the 
people of Alabama, the nation, and the world through forward-thinking education, life-
enhancing research and scholarship, and selfless service.

Auburn University Mission


